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ABOUT THE PROJECT
HarryPotterObamaSonic10Inu (Ticker:BITCOIN) is a fun Cryptoasset that incentivizes the creation of 
novel and entertaining meme content. With ownership renounced and no present developer, our growing 
community has taken the lead; pushing for staking partnerships, an audit, a website with NFT 
Marketplace, and merchandise. Our goal is to create an ecosystem for active community members to 
meet, collaborate, and share our rich CoinLore (The archive of our token's history) with the world. One 
of the unique things about HPOS10I would be the true communal aspect of the token. 

ROADMAP
Since the Nov. 8th, 2021 launch, the community has organized and produced impressive results; quickly 
securing a website, Techrate audit (shown below), an online store, and booking a fleet of rickshaws to 
jumpstart our whimsical marketing campaign. These are the first of many “stunts” the team has in store, 
and we plan to deliver on more online and offline marketing hilarity for the amusement of our investors 
and the world.  

The first phase of our project is establishing media channels and creating novel content that will help 
generate awareness and exposure. All images, videos, and meme content will be made to direct traffic to 
any of our social media accounts; which then in turn drives viewers to our website. This first phase is 
crucial for building a cult fanbase.    

The second phase entails developers and community members to reach out to various aggregators, dexs,  
and exchanges, in order to request listings and reach broader audiences. We are currently working with 
the Shibance Doggy Dex and RBXchange in order to secure staking partnerships. We expect to be up 
and running within 2 months. CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap are our next targets for spreading 
awareness and further legitimizing the project.  

Our third phase is largely open-ended as it leaves room for growth beyond our expectations. As of now, 
plans include integrating an NFT marketplace into our website (accessible only through trading 
BITCOIN), coordinating multiple airdrops, creating an HPOS10I swap, and listing on major exchanges 
like Coinbase, Binance, and Robinhood.  

TOKENOMICS
The HPOS10I smart contract employs three functions: 
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Reflection + LP (Liquidity Pool) acquisition +Burn-In each trade 

5% fee = redistributed to holders 

5% fee = into LP 

Liquidity Locked 

Contract Source Code Verified 

Ownership Renounced 

Total Supply:  

1,000,000,000,000,000 BITCOIN 

Supply Burned: 

637,100,259,651,041 BITCOIN 

TEAM OF DEVELOPERS 
(All reachable via Telegram or email info@hpos10i.com) 

As the project has no official developers since ownership has been renounced, various community 
members have taken the lead in promoting the token’s growth. As of now, this list includes: 

@KillboyINC - Leader, Community Outreach, Investor (supported full technical audit and marketing expenses) 

@Nokoboom_Wow - NFT Specialist 

@More Light - Marketing, Project Coordinator (Specialist: professional digital marketer and ecommerce and 

content strategist. LinkedIn: https://linkedin.com/in/mattleddy) 

@J_from_tg - Web Dev, Project Coordinator 

@VMU_dream - Web Dev, Project Coordinator 

@Metatron - Marketing, Web Dev (Specialist: Computer Science and Information graduate.  Certified in network 

and security CompTIA) 
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TECHRATE AUDIT  
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Smart Contract Security Audit 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

TechRate 

November, 2021 

  

 Note That this is only an excerpt of the Audit, and that the full version can be 
found on our website or the link here. 

https://www.hpos10i.com/click-here/HarryPotterObamaSonic10Inu_Full_Smart_Contract_Security_Audit.pdf
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